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Abstract. Neutral interstellar helium atoms penetrate into
the solar system almost unaffected by gas–plasma interac-
tions in the heliospheric interface region, and thus can be
considered as carriers of original information on the basic
parameters (like density, temperature, bulk velocity) of the
Very Local Interstellar Medium (VLISM). Such information
can nowadays be derived from analysis of data obtained from
different experimental methods: in situ measurements of
He atoms (Ulysses), observations of the solar backscattered
He 584 A˚ radiation (EUVE), in situ measurements of He+
pickup ions (AMPTE, Ulysses, Wind, SOHO, ACE). In view
of the current coordinated international ISSI campaign de-
voted to the study of the helium focusing cone structure and
its evolution, we analyze expected variations of neutral He
density, of He+ pickup fluxes and of their phase space dis-
tributions at various phases of the solar activity cycle based
on a realistic time-dependent modelling of the neutral helium
and He+ pickup ion distributions, which reflect solar cycle-
induced variations of the photoionization rate. We show that
the neutral helium density values are generally anticorre-
lated with the solar activity phase and in extreme cases (near
the downwind axis) the maximum-to-minimum density ratio
may even exceed factors of ∼3 at 1 AU. We also demon-
strate that in the upwind hemisphere (at 1 AU and beyond)
the He+ fluxes are correlated with the solar cycle activity,
whereas on the downwind side the maximum of the expected
flux up to distances of ∼3 AU occurs around solar minimum
epoch, and only further away does the correlation with solar
activity become positive. Finally, we present the response of
the phase space distribution spectra of He+ pickup ions (in
the solar wind frame) for different epochs of the solar cycle
and heliocentric distances from 1 to 5 AU covering the range
of Ulysses, Wind and ACE observations.
Key words. Solar physics, astrophysics and astronomy (ul-
traviolet emissions) – Space plasma physics (ionization pro-
cesses; numerical simulation studies)
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1 Introduction
Interstellar helium is the second most abundant element in
the Local Interstellar Cloud (LIC) and since it does not in-
teract with the heliospheric interface, it allows for the deter-
mination of the physical state of interstellar gas in the imme-
diate solar neighbourhood. Hence, the information obtained
from measurements of the interstellar helium gas has been
used for quite some time as a valuable reference to study
other interstellar elements inside the heliosphere and some
element-specific processes (like charge exchange) to which
these are subjected in the heliospheric interface. The LIC he-
lium gas has been studied by numerous space-borne observa-
tions of the interplanetary glow in the He-584 A˚ line, start-
ing with the Nike sounding rocket observations by Paresce
et al. (1974a,b) and STP satellite observations by Weller and
Meier (1974), followed by second generation experiments
(Weller and Meier, 1981; Burgin et al., 1983; Dalaudier et al.,
1984; Chassefie`re et al., 1986) and presently by the most re-
cent EUVE and SOHO satellite observations, respectively by
Flynn et al. (1998) and Michels et al. (2002). The first pro-
posal to observe the EUV-resonance glow of the derivative
products of the LIC helium, i.e. of He+ pickup ions excited
by the solar 304 A˚ emission line, goes back to the early work
by Paresce et al. (1981) and a later work by Fahr et al. (1998)
but unfortunately such observations have not been carried out
yet.
There are plenty of direct observations of the LIC helium
atoms presence in the heliosphere and of the derivative he-
lium ions in the interplanetary space. Since 1990, the GAS
experiment on board of ULYSSES has been registering in
situ neutral interstellar helium atoms in the interplanetary
space. From these observations, Witte et al. (1996; 2003),
derived LIC helium properties with great accuracy. The first
direct observation of the derivative ion population co-moving
with the solar wind, i.e. of the interplanetary He+ pickup ions
(PUIs), was performed in 1985 by the AMPTE/ IRM mis-
sion (Mo¨bius et al., 1985). More recently, extremely valu-
able observations of heliospheric He+ and He++ pickup ions
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with detailed spectral information on relevant kinetic trans-
port processes were performed by the Ulysses/SWICS exper-
iment (Gloeckler et al., 1994; Gloeckler, 1996) and by SOHO
(Mo¨bius et al., 1995, 1996).
Early UV observations (Weller and Meier, 1974, 1979,
1981; Paresce et al., 1974a,b; Freeman et al., 1976, 1979;
Dalaudier et al., 1984; Burgin et al., 1983; Kurt et al.,
1984a,b; Chassefie`re et al., 1986), supported by appropriate
modelling (Blum et al., 1975; Fahr et al., 1976, 1987), led
to the conclusion that the interstellar helium at the upwind
boundary of the heliosphere had a bulk velocity of about
V = 27 km/s and a temperature of about T = 15 000 K,
surprisingly different from values derived for the velocity
and temperature of neutral hydrogen in the Very Local Inter-
Stellar Medium (correspondingly, 20 km/s and 8000 K, see
Bertaux et al., 1985). It was soon realized that most prob-
ably the velocity vectors and kinetic temperatures of these
two elements in the interstellar space were identical but a
discrepancy of these quantities at the termination shock of
the solar wind should be expected. This is due to element-
selective influence of the heliospheric interface, which via
charge exchange reactions couples to hydrogen and some
other elements but not to helium (see Osterbart and Fahr,
1992; Rucin´ski et al., 1993; Fahr et al., 1993) and hence
the hydrogen characteristics at the termination shock should
be modified but those of helium should stay intact. Direct
measurements of interstellar helium by the Ulysses/GAS ex-
periment (Witte et al., 1996) basically confirmed the magni-
tude and direction of the bulk velocity vector (recent values
26.4 km/s for ecliptic longitude and latitude of the upwind
direction equal to 254.7◦ and 5.6◦, Witte et al., 2003) but
showed at the same time that the temperature is much lower
(6680 K) than the apparent hydrogen temperature at the ter-
mination shock (12 000 K for the bulk speed of ∼22 km/s,
Lallement, 1999; Costa et al., 1999). The recent Ulysses re-
sults on helium are in excellent agreement with astrophysical
measurements: 25.7 km/s, 7000 K, 254.9◦, 7.8◦ (Lallement
and Bertin, 1992).
The early determinations of helium interstellar parameters
were mainly based on measurements of the full width at half
maximum of the helium cone glow, which is proportional to
the quantity
√
T /V (see, e.g. Feldman et al., 1972; Chas-
sefie`re et al., 1988), as predicted by the modified cold (Blum
et al., 1975) or the hot stationary model (Fahr, 1971, 1979;
Wu and Judge, 1979) of helium distribution. Since, however,
the results of such models are valid only for a time-invariant
helium ionization rate, they can provide only a qualitative in-
sight into the actual helium density distribution. In reality,
the ionization rate is variable in time and this variability has
a significant effect. This was realized early on by Rucin´ski
(1985, Ph.D. thesis) and Fahr et al. (1987). Time-dependent
models were also seen as a necessary prerequisite for the in-
terpretation of He+ PUI measurements (Rucin´ski and Fahr,
1991). As we will show here, time-dependent modeling is an
essential tool for the interpretation of VLISM helium data
and for supporting the analysis efforts for the current co-
ordinated international ISSI campaign of various (optical,
pickup ion, neutral atom) He-related measurements, includ-
ing Ulysses, SOHO, Wind, ACE, EUVE, Nozomi, Geotail,
and IMAGE missions. In the present paper we will study
qualitatively various time-dependent effects in helium of in-
terstellar origin in the inner heliosphere and in its derivative
He+ pickup population in the solar wind. We will investigate
the magnitude of deviations of relevant quantities from mean
values during the solar cycle to find the regions where time-
dependent effects are significant. We do not aim, however, to
provide quantitative prediction of helium density and pickup
flux for the needs of actual analysis of data from space exper-
iments. In our opinion, this goal can only be realized when
more accurate data on the helium photoionization rate be-
come available from direct measurements or at least from re-
liable proxies. Furthermore, electron impact ionization must
be consistently taken into account, and both time-dependent
and 3-D effects have not been adequately derived yet.
2 Modelling of interplanetary helium
2.1 Definitions of distribution function, density, pickup
production rate, and pickup flux
In our modelling of the interstellar helium distribution in
the inner heliosphere we adopted the scheme developed by
Rucin´ski (1985, Ph.D. thesis) and Fahr et al. (1987): The
distribution function f∞(v) of the unperturbed gas (far away
from the Sun, r > 100 AU) is represented by a Maxwellian
“shifted” by its flow vector vB :
f∞ (v) = n∞
(
m
2pi kT∞
) 3
2
exp
[
−m(v − vB)
2
2kT∞
]
. (1)
Here, n∞ and T∞ denote the unperturbed VLISM helium
density and temperature. Since the solar radiation pressure
is negligible for helium atoms, they feel only the station-
ary solar gravitational force. They are subjected, however,
to nonstationary spherically symmetric (as we adopt here)
ionization losses, whose rates decrease with heliocentric dis-
tance as 1/r2. This assumption is sufficiently well fulfilled
outside 1 AU; closer to the Sun the ionization by electron im-
pact becomes increasingly significant (Rucin´ski et al., 1996),
but this effect was excluded from the analysis presented here.
The local helium density nHe (r, θ, t) in a space point de-
termined by the heliocentric distance r , an offset angle θ
from the upwind direction, and a time t is calculated by in-
tegration of the local distribution function of the gas fLOC in
the 3-D velocity space
nHe (r, θ, t) =
∫
fLOC (r, θ, t, v) d
3v (2)
and the local distribution function is a product of the distri-
bution function of the unperturbed gas and of the extinction
function E (r, θ, v,t):
fLOC (r, θ, t, v) = f∞ (v0 (v,r, θ)) E (r, θ, v,t) . (3)
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The unperturbed distribution function must be evaluated
for a velocity vector v0 which is ballistically connected to
the local velocity vector v at (r, θ ) and the atom extinction
function E is just the probability of survival of the test atom
on the way from the unperturbed region to the local point
during its travel in the time-dependent, spherically symmet-
ric ionization field (see also Rucin´ski and Bzowski, 1995):
E (r, θ, v,t)
= exp
− ∞∫
t ′=t
βloss
(
rE, t
′)( rE
r ′(r, θ, v,t ′)
)2
dt ′
 . (4)
In this equation, βloss
(
rE, t
′) is the helium ionization (loss)
rate at time t ′ and heliocentric distance rE, and r ′
(
r, θ, v,t ′
)
is the heliocentric distance of the test atom during its flight
between the unperturbed region and the local point (r, t) at
time t ′.
The local production rate σ (r, θ, t) of He+ pickup ions is
equal to
σ (r, θ, t) = nHe (r, θ, t) βprod (r, θ, t) , (5)
where βprod (r, θ, t) is the combined instantaneous rate of all
processes leading to the creation of He+ PUI; in this analysis
only photoionization by solar EUV radiation was taken into
account. The total flux of pickup ions was calculated with
a formula similar to that proposed by Vasyliunas and Siscoe
(1976):
FHe+ (r, θ, t) =
1
r2
r∫
r0
σ
(
r ′, θ, t
)
r ′2 dr ′
=
( rE
r
)2 r∫
r0
nHe
(
r ′, θ, t
)
βprod (rE, θ, t) dr
′, (6)
where formally r0 is the solar radius and quasi-stationarity
conditions are assumed:
nHe (r, θ, t)(
∂nHe(r,θ,t)
∂t
)  r − r0
V
. (7)
For observations at 1 AU the critical time defined at the right-
hand side of Eq. 7 is equal to ∼4 days in the slow solar wind
(V = 400 km/s) and ∼2 days in the fast solar wind (V =
800 km/s). For observations at 5 AU this time increases 5-
fold, that is to 20 or 10 days, and becomes comparable with
the solar rotation period which is a good representation for
the time scale of modulation of the He+ PUI production rate.
In such case, when the variability rate of the production rate
is high, a more general form of Equation 6 should be used:
FHe+ (r, θ, t) =
( rE
r
)2 r∫
r0
nHe
(
r ′, θ, t ′
)
βprod
(
rE, θ, t
′) dr ′,(8)
where t ′ = t − r−r ′
V
(we owe this fragment to one of the
anonymous referees). In our modelling we considered only
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Fig. 1. Evolution of helium photoionization rate in time used in
this study (red) shown in comparison to the actual instantaneous
ionization rate inferred from the 10.7 cm proxy.
slowly varying PUI production processes and assumed that
they are spherically symmetric, i.e. that βprod (rE, θ, t) in
fact does not depend on θ .
In the calculations of gas density and PUI fluxes we used
the following values of VLISM helium parameters: nHe,∞ =
0.015 cm−3; THe,∞ = 7000 K ; vB = 25.3 km s−1;
βHe(rE, t) = ionization rate at 1 AU – varying in time; the
variations are considered as those during cycles 21 and 22,
averaged over solar rotation period; µ = 0 , i.e. the ratio of
the solar radiation pressure to the solar gravity vanishes.
2.2 Helium ionization rate used in this study
Ionization processes play a dual role for helium: (1) their
action accumulated for several months/years shapes a spe-
cific pattern of density distribution in the inner heliosphere;
their rate βloss(t) in this context can be described by a slowly
variable function shown in Fig. 1; (2) the instantaneous rates
βprod (changing within days/weeks and not necessarily spher-
ically symmetric) determine the actual production and result-
ing fluxes of relevant pickup ion species observed by space-
craft inside ∼5− 10 AU.
The values of the long-term average βloss of the He loss
rate and the instantaneous He+ PUI production rate βprod
differ because of the following reasons: (a) the long-term
average rate represented by βloss is usually different than the
instantaneous value of ionization rate at the time just preced-
ing the pickup ion measurement; (b) not all ionization pro-
cesses contributing to the ionization (loss) of neutrals may,
in general, contribute to the production of particular pickup
ion species. A more detailed discussion of these issues is
provided by Rucin´ski et al. (1996, 1998).
The ionization rate variation used in this study was based
on the 10.7 cm radio flux proxy. Since our aim was to in-
dicate the amplitude of relevant variabilities in neutral he-
lium density and in He+ pickup flux and distribution func-
tion, rather than to perform an up-to-date precise modelling
of these quantities, we use the variation of the ionization rate
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Fig. 2. Ratios of helium densities averaged over solar cycle to mean
stationary densities, evaluated using the stationary model with the
ionization rate equal to the mean value over the solar cycle. Red
corresponds to the upwind, green to crosswind, blue to downwind
axes.
based on the 10.7 cm radio flux proxy, adopted after Rucin´ski
et al. (1996). The long-term rate βloss adopted here does not
differ significantly from the actual photoionization rate mea-
sured by McMullin et al. (in preparation); the differences oc-
cur mainly during solar maximum, when the 10.7 cm proxy
seems to slightly overestimate the actual helium photoion-
ization rate. The adopted photoionization rate is shown in
Fig. 1, along with the instantaneous radiation output inferred
from the 10.7 cm proxy.
2.3 Evolution of helium density during solar cycle
Helium density averaged over the solar cycle is approxi-
mately equal to the density calculated with the use of the hot
stationary model, with the ionization rate equal to the mean
value of the ionization rate, except inside ∼2 AU in the cone
and ∼1 AU elsewhere. The calculations for the mean ioniza-
tion rate were performed using β0 = 1.13 ·10−7s−1, which is
the mean value of the adopted ionization function β (t), pre-
sented in Fig. 1. Throughout this paper, we will refer to these
results as the mean stationary model (MSM). The mean den-
sity during the solar cycle was calculated as the arithmetic
mean of the time dependent densities from 1976 untill 1994,
sampled every year, and in the paper will be referred to as
the mean density. The ratios of the mean density to the MSM
density along the upwind, crosswind, and downwind axes are
presented in Fig. 2.
The long-term departures of interstellar helium density
from the solar-cycle mean, caused by solar cycle variations
of the photoionization rate βloss (t), are only pronounced in
the inner heliosphere. They are the strongest close to the Sun
and drop down to a 10% level at about 20 AU in the cone
region and at about 4 AU in the upwind and crosswind direc-
tions. This effect is clearly seen in Fig. 3 and Figs. 4 through
6. In the first of these figures, the upper left panel shows the
helium density nmean (r, θ) as a function of heliocentric dis-
tance for the upwind, crosswind and downwind directions,
averaged between 1976 and 1994. The density is shown as
a fraction of the gas density at infinity. This panel provides
reference for the remaining three panels of Fig. 3, where the
ratios of the actual helium density n (r, θ, t) to the mean are
presented as a function of the heliocentric distance for the
upwind, crosswind and downwind directions: n(r,θ,t)
nmean(r,θ)
for θ
equal to 0◦, 90◦ and 180◦, respectively.
The extreme upper and lower values in the upwind, cross-
wind and downwind panels of Fig. 3 can be regarded as
boundaries of the variability envelope of interstellar helium
for the relevant directions in the heliosphere.
The departures of density from the mean value increase
rapidly with the decrease in heliocentric distance, as it is
shown in this figure and even more clearly in Figs. 4 through
6. At 1 AU they exceed by a factor of 1.8 in the down-
wind, 1.4 in the crosswind and 1.25 in the upwind direction;
at 0.5 AU these ratios attain even higher values of 2.4, 1.7
and 1.4, respectively. Still closer to the Sun, at 0.01 AU,
the departures may reach an order of magnitude upwind and
crosswind, and two orders of magnitude in the cone, but one
must keep in mind that inside 1 AU a significant role in
the helium destruction is played by electron impact ioniza-
tion, which was excluded from this analysis, but which may
change significantly the density pattern in the immediate so-
lar neighbourhood. There is very little data available on the
long time-scale evolution of the electron impact ionization
rate during the solar cycle. If, however, this rate is not sig-
nificantly variable (as measurements performed at 1 AU in
ecliptic by ACE seem to suggest, McMullin et al., in prepa-
ration), then the amplitude of helium density inside '1 AU
should be smaller than presented here because the amplitude
B of the net ionization rate βnet (t) = βEUV (t)+βel−imp will
be smaller than the amplitude BEUV of the photoionization
rate βEUV (t):
BEUV = max
∣∣∣∣βEUV(t)− 〈βEUV〉〈βEUV〉
∣∣∣∣ (9)
> max
∣∣∣∣∣βEUV(t)+ βel−imp −
〈
βEUV + βel−imp
〉〈
βEUV + βel−imp
〉 ∣∣∣∣∣
= max
∣∣∣∣βEUV(t)− 〈βEUV〉〈βEUV〉 + βel−imp
∣∣∣∣ = B.
We stress that we mean the long time-scale variations of
the electron ionization rate, and not the local daily fluctua-
tions, which inside 1 AU may reach an order of magnitude.
A comparison of Figs. 4 and 5 shows that the density
amplitude increases slowly but visibly from the upwind di-
rection with the increase in the offset angle θ even outside
the helium cone. However, at the distances where the GAS/
Ulysses instrument is operating (mainly 3 − 5 AU almost at
crosswind) the departures of helium density from the mean
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Fig. 3. Evolution of helium density during the solar cycle. Upper left panel: mean density along the upwind, crosswind and downwind
directions, shown as a fraction of the density at infinity. The other three panels: relative departures of the density from the mean value
presented in the upper left panel, shown along the upwind (lower left panel), crosswind (lower right panel) and downwind (upper right panel)
directions close to the Sun for selected epochs during the solar cycle. The epochs are indicated in the boxes inside the panels. Insets show
the same qunatities but presented in the log-log scale for the whole range of helicoentric distances from 0.01 to 100 AU from the Sun.
are quite small. This is the explanation of the fact that GAS/
Ulysses has not observed any bold time dependent effects
in helium density (Witte et al., 1996, 2003) although a con-
firmed and significant variation of the photoionization rate
has been detected by direct Sun observations (Ogawa et al.,
1997, 1998; Judge et al., 1998, McMullin et al., in prepara-
tion).
The departures of helium density from the mean value are
roughly anticorrelated with the changes in the ionization rate
(high ionization rate implies low helium density and vice
versa) and this anticorrelation is essentially manifest in the
whole upwind hemisphere. However, the anticorrelation is
not perfect since the gas needs some time to adjust to the
varying ionization rate. The delay depends mainly on the
linear distance from the Sun and, surprisingly, very little of
the offset angle from the upwind direction. The phase shift
problem is illustrated in Fig. 7. The upper left panel of this
figure presents the calculation grid: densities were evaluated
with 0.5 y resolution along the gray lines parallel to the flow
axis at the distances ρ = 0.5, 1, 3, 5, and 10 AU. The points
discussed below are at the intersections of these lines with
radial lines inclined at angles∼25◦ and∼155◦ (marked with
asterisks), as well as at the corresponding distances cross-
wind.
Close to the Sun the correlation is almost perfect and there
is very little phase shift between density and the ionization
rate, regardless of the offset angle from the upwind direction
– see the middle panel in the left column in Fig. 7, where the
situation at 1 AU is shown. When the distance from the Sun
increases, however (see the panel just below the former one),
more visible phase shifts appear. At about 5 AU from the
Sun, they are almost independent on the offset angle. A more
systematic presentation of the dependence of the phase shift
on the heliocentric distance is provided in the right-hand col-
umn of Fig. 7. The three panels illustrate the phase shift ex-
pected at 25, 90 and 155 degrees from upwind at heliocentric
distances from 1 AU to 10 AU. Close to the Sun, the phase
shifts are very similar to each other regardless of the offset
angle. The shifts increase with the increase of the heliocen-
tric distance (compare the violet and pink curves between the
panels in this column) but still very little differentiation of the
phase shift with the offset angle can be seen.
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(
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shown (for reference purposes) is the variation of the photoioniza-
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Fig. 5. Deviations of helium density from the mean at the crosswind
axis; see caption to Fig. 4.
Another important effect of the variable ionization rate is
reflected in the variations of the helium cone relative height,
shown in Fig. 8. In the figure, the quantities hmean (r) =
nmean (r, 180◦) /nmean (r, 0◦) for the mean model and
h (r, t) = n (r, 180◦, t) /n (r, 0◦, t) for four selected epochs
during the solar cycle are presented. The helium cone height
is important for studies of interplanetary helium backscatter
resonance glow and, in particular, for derivation of helium
density and temperature values. The maximum of the cone
height for the mean density occurs typically at about 1 AU
from the Sun but can vary during the solar cycle from about
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Fig. 6. Deviations of helium density from the mean at the downwind
axis (i.e. in the cone), see caption to Fig. 4.
0.25 AU to about 2 AU. Even more important are quite signif-
icant variations of the magnitude of the relative cone height
h (r, t) /hmean (r) in the region relevant for optical studies,
as shown in Fig. 9. They are at the level of about 1.5 at 1 AU
and further away from the Sun they decrease more or less
linearly with the heliocentric distance, reaching about 10%
at 15 AU.
We conclude this section by discussing the possible influ-
ence of small-scale fluctuations of the helium ionization rate
owing to, for example, variations of helium charge exchange
rate with solar wind particles. As indicated by Rucin´ski et al.
(1996), charge exchange ionization makes up only a very
small percentage of the net ionization rate, at least in the slow
solar wind. We checked whether a small modulation of the
photoionization rate adopted in this study will be seen at all
in the resulting helium density.
To that end, we define a modulated helium ionization rate
as:
βm (t) = (1+ 0.03 cosωmt) β (t) , (10)
where β (t) is the function presented in Fig. 1 and ωm =
2pi/1 year, and we calculate helium density upwind, cross-
wind and downwind every month for time intervals of about
2 years long during solar minimum and maximum epochs.
For comparison, we perform analogous calculations with the
ionization rate described by the function β (t).
The results of this test are collected in Fig. 10. The upper
row of panels presents the appropriate intervals of the two
ionization rates for the minimum (left) and maximum (right)
of the solar cycle and the middle and lower rows show devia-
tions of the density calculated with the use of the modulated
ionization rate βm (t) with respect to the densities calculated
with the use of β (t). The left-hand column corresponds to
solar minimum and the right-hand column to solar maximum
conditions. The middle row is for the heliocentric distance
0.5 AU and the lower row for 1 AU; the quantity shown
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angle is presented.
is nmodulated (r, θ, t) /nnon−modulated (r, θ, t) for the upwind,
crosswind and downwind axes.
The results show that when the amplitude of fluctuations
scales linearly with the magnitude of the ionization rate, their
effect is stronger during solar maximum than during mini-
mum. However, they appear to modify noticeably the he-
lium density only inside 1 AU in the cone and inside 0.5 AU
elsewhere; the amplitude of fluctuations is just a few percent
and in the cone it is approximately two-fold higher than else-
where. Since, however, this is the region where the electron
impact ionization must be taken into account as it constitutes
a large, if not dominant component of the net ionization rate,
we conclude that fluctuations of this kind can safely be ig-
nored except in the regions closest to the Sun, where even
small changes in the ionization rate can induce noticeable
changes in the density values.
2.4 Evolution of He+ pickup ions during solar cycle
The He+ pickup ion flux in the upwind hemisphere attains
its maximum at '0.1 AU from the Sun and decreases be-
yond, while in the cone region it starts decreasing somewhat
farther, beyond '0.3 AU (see Fig. 11, where the radial be-
havior of the average flux during the solar cycle in the up-
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the heliocentric distance for selected epochs.
wind, crosswind and downwind directions is presented). The
average flux differs from the MSM flux but the radial be-
havior of this discrepancy is not similar to the correspond-
ing differences in density (see Fig. 12). Except in the cone,
the discrepancies stay within 20%, and outside 0.2 AU even
within 10%. Beyond 10 AU they basically disappear. In the
cone, however, they reach a factor of 2 at 0.1 AU and come
down below 10% beyond 0.4 AU, and farther away are gen-
erally larger than outside the cone up to the distance of about
50 AU.
Close to the Sun, the deviations of the flux from the mean
are anticorrelated with the variations of the ionization rate,
while far away from the Sun the correlation is positive. It can
be seen in Figs. 13 and 14, where the evolution of the He+
PUI flux at selected distances from the Sun, normalized to the
flux from the stationary model, is presented correspondingly
for the crosswind and downwind directions. The variations
upwind are very similar to the variations crosswind and thus
are not shown.
The transition region between the two types of correlation
occurs at 2–5 AU in the cone but as close as < 1 AU else-
where. Ulysses is operating in the region of positive correla-
tion, i.e. the variations of the He+ PUI flux should follow the
variations of the photoionization rate and the expected ampli-
tude is of the order of 40% during the solar cycle, depending
somewhat on the distance from the Sun.
The reversal of correlation is well illustrated in Figs. 15
and 16, where the same quantity
QF (r, θ, t) = F (r, θ, t) /Fmean (r, θ)
is presented for selected epochs during the solar cycle for
θ = 90◦ and θ = 180◦ (crosswind and downwind, respec-
tively) as a function of heliocentric distance. F (r, θ, t) is the
magnitude of the pickup flux at the heliocentric distance r
and offset angle θ at time t , and Fmean (r, θ) is the pickup
flux calculated using the classical hot model with the ion-
ization rate equal to the mean over the solar cycle. Inside
∼1 AU and outside∼5 AU in the cone and, correspondingly,
0.3 AU and 3 AU elsewhere variations of QF (r, θ, t) exceed
50% but in the region penetrated by Ulysses and Earth-bound
spacecraft they stay at the mild level of ∼50%. One must
keep in mind, however, that superimposed on the long-scale
variations related to global solar cycle variations of the pho-
toionization rate there should appear instantaneous variations
of the pickup flux owing to instantaneous variations of the lo-
cal production rate βprod. This holds as well for Ulysses as
for any other mission, everywhere in the heliosphere.
2.5 Solar cycle changes in the spectral characteristics of he-
lium pickup ion distributions
In the previous sections of this paper we have shown how
the solar cycle-induced variation of the helium photoioniza-
tion rate influences the radial density profiles of interplane-
tary atomic helium in the upwind, crosswind and downwind
regions of the heliosphere. We demonstrated how much vari-
able over the solar activity cycle these density profiles are.
This, however, means that resulting local He+ pickup ion
injection rates are also subject to strong variations. We are
going to study the consequences of this fact in the coming
paragraphs.
It should be mentioned here that studies of the PUI re-
actions on a delta-type increase in the solar photoionization
rate have already been published earlier by Isenberg and Lee
(1995). Following a sudden increase in the photoionization
rate, these authors predict a He+ PUI density enhancement
lasting for times of the order of the duration of the increased
ionization plus the convection time of the solar wind to the
position r . This increase is then followed by a PUI density
decrease with a recovery period of the order of the travel time
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Fig. 10. Effects of small periodic fluctuations of ionization rate on helium density during solar minimum and maximum. Upper row: the
modulated (red) and non-modulated ionization rates; the modulated rate is given by Eq. (10) and the non-modulated rate is presented in
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of neutral helium atoms over this distance r . These earlier re-
sults, however, cannot be directly compared with the results
obtained here, because in our study the typical period of so-
lar activity change is long compared to solar wind convection
and neutral helium travel time periods (see Eq. 7), in contrast
with the assumption adopted by Isenberg and Lee (1995).
Since observational access to PUI properties is usually
given by measurements of the PUI distribution function fpui
rather than of the total PUI flux, which only is derived as a
secondary quantity, it is very interesting to look at specific
spectral features of model He+ PUI distribution functions
and their variation over the solar cycle. Following the ap-
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proach by Vasyliunas and Siscoe (1976), where pickup ions
after injection are assumed to become immediately pitch-
angle isotropized and then convected with the solar wind,
simply undergoing adiabatic deceleration during its expan-
sion, we have the following expression for the distribution
function:
fpui(r, θ, w) = 38piV 4
βpi r2E w
−3/2
r
nHe
(
r w3/2, θ
)
. (11)
Here, βpi is the actual reference value of the photoioniza-
tion rate at r = rE, V is the solar wind velocity, and w =
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Fig. 14. Deviations of He+ pickup flux from the solar-cycle mean
for the downwind axis at several heliocentric distances, indicated in
the inset box. For reference, deviations of the ionization rate from
the mean value β (t) /βmean are shown, as indicated in the box.
v/V ≤ 1 is the PUI velocity magnitude in the solar wind rest
frame, normalized by V . The quantity nHe
(
rw3/2, θ
)
is the
actual helium atom density at a reduced distance r∗ = r w3/2
taken in the direction θ , where the PUIs having velocity w
at distance r are injected. The above given solution for the
function fpui(r, θ, w) is a reasonable approach in regions far
enough from CIRs and at small solar distances from the Sun,
where no energy diffusion of pickup ions due to nonlinear
wave-particle interactions needs to be considered. Close to
CIRs and at larger distances this assumption is clearly vi-
olated, as proven by many suprathermal spectral wings oc-
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Fig. 16. The actual flux of He+ pickup ions with respect to the
flux averaged over time, for selected epochs during the solar cycle,
presented as a function of heliocentric distance along the downwind
axis in the log-log scale. The epochs are color-coded in the inset
box.
curring in observed He+ pickup ion spectra presented by
Gloeckler (1999, 2003).
Staying, however, within the limits of the above mentioned
approximation, it is evident from Eq. (11) that the resulting
slope of the distribution function ∂fpui/∂w directly contains
information on the helium density gradient at the associated
injection place, since the following relation is valid:
∂fpui
∂w
= 3
2
fpui
(
w1/2 r
∣∣∣∣∂ ln∂r nHe
∣∣∣∣
r w3/2
− 1
w
)
. (12)
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Fig. 17. Slope of fPUI (r, θ, t) at r = 1 AU, defined in Eq. (12),
as a function of speed normalized to solar wind speed: w = v/V
in the directions upwind, crosswind, and downwind, color-coded in
the inset box, for the epoch of solar minimum (t = 1986.5).
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Fig. 18. As Fig. 17 but for solar maximum epoch (1992.0).
Since both helium density and its gradient are functions of
θ and of the actual time t within the solar cycle, the slope
of the distribution function as derived in Eq. (12) is reflected
in the actual appropriate spectral observation changes, both
with θ and with the time during the solar cycle.
The actual helium density profile (slope) leading to a spe-
cific PUI distribution function can be reconstructed by a kind
of inversion technique from the following expression for
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Fig. 19. As Figs. 17 and 18 but for an intermediate phase of the
solar cycle (t = 1988.0).
∂nHe/∂r , derived from the slope of the function fpui:∣∣∣∣∂ ln∂r nHe
∣∣∣∣
r w3/2
= 2
3
1
r
√
w
(
∂
∂w
ln fpui + 32
1
w
)
. (13)
The actual form of the slope of distribution function
fpui(r, θ, t) evaluated on the basis of Eq. (13) and the theo-
retical helium densities nHe(r, θ, t) discussed in the previous
subsection is shown in the forthcoming figures. In particu-
lar, the change in the slope as a function of time t during
the course of the solar cycle can explicitly be studied in the
results displayed in Figs. 17 through 20.
In Fig. 17 one can see the slope profiles of fpui(r, θ, w)
at r = rE as a function of w in the upwind, crosswind, and
downwind direction. The peak of the quantity presented in
the figure corresponds to the highest slope of the distribution
function fpui(r, θ, w) at r = rE. The time for this evaluation
hereby is 1986.5 (i.e. solar minimum). As one can clearly see
in this figure, both the slope and the absolute spectral inten-
sity of fpui (which is the field under the profile) strongly dif-
fer from upwind to downwind positions. In Fig. 18 we have
shown analogous quantities, but now evaluated for the time
1992.0 (i.e. just after solar maximum in the phase of decreas-
ing activity). Again, there are strong differences with θ both
in spectral intensities and slopes, but more important is that
in comparison with Fig. 17 the maximum slope of the dis-
tribution function in all cases appears shifted towards larger
values of w. Figure 19 shows analogous data as Figs. 17 and
18 but this time for the time 1988.0 (i.e. the time of increasing
solar activity). The curves are qualitatively similar to those
shown in Fig. 19 but all spectral slopes in this case are higher
and the spectral peaks have moved to smaller values of wmax.
Figures 20 and 21 display the slopes to be expected at
four different phases of the solar activity cycle at 1 AU in
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Fig. 20. Slopes of fPUI at four different phases of the solar cycle at
1 AU, crosswind position; w = v/V is speed normalized to solar
wind speed.
the crosswind and downwind directions, respectively. These
figures clearly manifest how variable the spectra are with re-
spect to spectral intensity, slope and peak position when stud-
ied over the whole solar cycle.
The changes in the positions of the maximum of the slope
of the PUI distribution function with respect to w reflect
changes in the heliocentric distance of the regions of max-
imum of neutral helium distribution. One can verify this by
checking the correlation between the position of the slope
maxima in the above mentioned figures with the positions
of density maxima, presented in Fig. 3. The maximum of
density is closest to the Sun during solar minimum and the
maximum slope for this epoch occurs for lowest w. This ef-
fect can also be observed in Figs. 20 and 21, where slopes’
maxima are clearly shifting towards higher w values from
solar minimum to maximum.
With careful modelling, the position of density maximum
for a specific offset angle θ can be used as tracer of the net
loss rate of helium inside 1 AU, since the position of density
maximum is correlated with this parameter. But the net loss
rate is a sum of (appropriately averaged) EUV and electron
ionization rates, and the EUV ionization rate is known from
independent observations. Hence, the position of the max-
imum slope of the He+ PUI distribution function can yield
some insight on the behaviour of solar wind electrons inside
1 AU (from observations performed at 1 AU, as by ACE), in-
cluding its evolution during the solar cycle, which currently
is not well understood.
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3 Discussion: Time dependence vs further complica-
tions in interpretation of PUI observations
The theoretically revealed aspects discussed in the former
subsection should be taken as a serious hint to keep in mind
when quantitative evaluations and interpretations of observed
PUI distribution functions are the focus. A well-founded in-
terpretation is not feasible without taking into account the
solar cycle variability of the spectra. Further complica-
tions in the problem of interpreting the observed PUI spec-
tra may arise due to the fact that the distribution function
taken from Vasyliunas and Siscoe (1976), given by Eq. (11)
and used here, is not fully correct due to existing pitch-angle
anisotropies with differential PUI convection speeds and due
to energy diffusion processes, as discussed in papers, e.g.
by Isenberg (1997); Schwadron (1998); Isenberg and Lee
(1998); Chalov and Fahr (1999a,b, 2000a,b, 2002).
The phase-space transport of interplanetary PUIs is a quite
complicated problem with many different aspects. Several
of these aspects have been addressed in some recent papers
presenting theoretical results concerning the specifics of the
phase-space behavior of pickup ions after their injection into
the supersonic solar wind. Pickup ion spectra were obtained
and revealed detailed spectral properties that could well be
compared with observational data. Hereby effects of convec-
tion, adiabatic deceleration, pitch-angle diffusion, and even
of energy diffusion could clearly be identified (see Gloeck-
ler, 1999, 2003). It also became evident in the data that spe-
cific spectral differences between pickup spectra in slow so-
lar wind streams and in fast solar wind streams can be found.
For instance, the high-energy tails of pickup spectra beyond
the injection energy were less pronounced in fast solar wind
compared to slow streams (see Gloeckler et al., 2000). Quan-
tities like the variable Alfve´n velocities, turbulence levels,
and the exposure times obviously do play important roles
here as was demonstrated by Chalov and Fahr (2002).
Interesting as an observational basis of such PUI stud-
ies are pickup ion spectral observations obtained at mod-
erate solar distances, i.e. inside 5 AU. In this heliospheric
region many high-quality spectral PUI observations have
been carried out with plasma analyzers on board of AMPTE,
ULYSSES, SOHO, and ACE. The PUI spectra presented
by Schwadron et al. (1996); Mo¨bius et al. (1998, 1999) or
Gloeckler (1996) and Gloeckler and Geiss (2001) are of very
high quality with high statistical significance levels of the
spectral fluxes up to energies of 10 keV/amu. These observa-
tional data can indeed serve as a basis to control the quality
and physical correctness of PUI transport theories applied to
calculate PUI spectra.
In a recent paper by Chalov and Fahr (2000b), He+ PUI
spectra obtained by Mo¨bius et al. (1999) were taken as a ba-
sis for comparisons with corresponding theoretical results.
As was shown in this paper, the claim made by Mo¨bius et al.
(1999) that they can detect a signature of the actual injec-
tion velocity of He+ PUIs in their data could in fact be sup-
ported by theoretical results, even though the complicated
PUI phase-space transport under unfavorable solar wind con-
ditions hides this effect somewhat. Particularly interesting
in this respect was the predicted fact that typically different
He+ PUI spectra should result under conditions of fast or
slow solar winds, respectively. At high solar wind veloci-
ties higher degrees of pitch-angle anisotropies and less pro-
nounced high-energy tails of the spectra should occur. The
deviations of the actual distribution functions from the form
given by Eq. (11) will thus become non-negligibly large. The
latter prediction in fact was observed in many PUI measure-
ments, as clearly stated in the papers by Klecker et al. (2001)
and Fisk et al. (2000). As was shown by Chalov and Fahr
(2000b), these deviations are not only due to different expo-
sure times for stochastic PUI scattering processes to operate,
but also and even more to different conditions for MHD tur-
bulence levels and Alfve´n speeds. Hence, there are a number
of important factors in addition to the time-dependent effects
discussed here that need to be taken into account when ana-
lyzing PUI data.
Another issue that needs to be taken into account in the
interpretation of He+ PUI measurements is the interaction of
interstellar H and He with solar wind alpha particles, which
may lead to noticeable enhancement of the abundance of
He+ ions of solar wind characteristics at heliocentric dis-
tances typical for the Ulysses mission. The systematic en-
hancement may reach about an order of magnitude over the
expected coronal abundance.
4 Summary
1. The distribution of interstellar neutral He atoms and
fluxes of He+ pickup ions are significantly affected by
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solar cycle effects (mainly by strong variations of the
helium photoionization rate).
The deviations of helium density from the solar cycle
mean in the regions penetrated by Ulysses are of the
order of 10% and thus are very difficult to detect di-
rectly. However, the deviations from the mean of the
He+ pickup flux in this region are of the order of 50%
and basically can be detected by SWICS. The deviations
of helium density rapidly increase with the decrease in
heliocentric distance, and they exceed a factor of 1.5 at
0.5 AU upwind and crosswind and at 4 AU in the cone.
Variations of helium density caused by a modulation of
the slowly variable photoionization rate by a 3% 1-year
periodic fluctuation (as due to charge exchange of neu-
tral helium with solar wind particles) is noticeable only
inside 0.3 AU in the cone and 0.1 AU elsewhere.
2. A pronounced “helium cone” structure, resulting from
gravitational focusing of the inflowing interstellar He
atoms, is clearly visible in the inner heliosphere (in neu-
tral and pickup fluxes) during all phases of the solar cy-
cle.
The downwind He density enhancement over the level
of unperturbed He LISM density may vary at 1 AU from
∼2 (near solar maximum) to ∼7 (around solar mini-
mum).
The expected He+ pickup ion fluxes in the downwind
region are by a factor of ∼3 − 8 higher than in the up-
wind hemisphere.
3. In the innermost regions (r∼1 AU upwind/crosswind;
r < 3 AU downwind) He+ pickup production rates and
related fluxes are anticorrelated with the solar activity.
At larger distances (beyond ∼10 − 20 AU their devia-
tions from the mean follow the variability of the helium
photoionization rate.
4. The position of maximum slope of the PUI distribution
function with respect to w = v/V corresponds to the
heliocentric distance at which the maximum of helium
density occurs at a particular time. This distance varies
during the solar cycle and for each specific offset an-
gle is correlated with the helium loss rate. Hence, the
position of the maximum slope of He+ PUI distribu-
tion function can be used as a tracer of the helium loss
rate and its evolution during the solar cycle. Combined
with an independent information on the EUV ionizing
flux, this could allow one to determine the contribution
of electron impact ionization to the net helium loss rate
and thus give insight to the poorly known behaviour of
solar wind electron parameters inside 1 AU.
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